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BECAUSE
OF 
RAINBOW

Shenzhen Rainbow Fine Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. was established in 1995, we are the only and the first 

listed companies in China aerosol industry. Company covers R&D, production, marketing and value-added 

services in one, the core business involves the E.P. paint and accessories, green household products, 

environmental protection and energy-saving car care products, etc .

As market leader, we represent the best in technology, quality, production capacity , we are the most 

competitive enterprises in this field. Not only Volume of production and sales is consecutively No.1 in 

domestic trade , but also successfully well-sell to more than 70 countries and regions ,such as the United 
States, Europe, Japan etc.

 

We are the first and only “ national high-tech enterprise”, established “Shenzhen municipal enterprise 

technological center”, are the main author of national standard of china aerosol field , own 30 national 
Patented invention , are Guangdong Provincial Intellectual Property advantageous enterprises. 

As an expert in manufacturing, after 16 years of accumulation and growth, we have rich experiences in 
production and own complete production equipment, introduced Japan, Germany, Switzerland made world's 

advanced automatic production lines, Strict monitoring and management of each process: raw materials 

purchases, storage, mixture, filling, packaging, so that our products are in line with quality level of 

customers' market.

Our products are named ' national key new product ' by China Economic and Trade Commission, Our own 

brand -- '7 CF', represents our 16 years' high quality , which is the only 'China Famous Brand' for aerosol 

paint field in China. With the successful international marketing for 10 years, ' 7CF ' wins very good 

reputation and high-quality brand image in the worldwide.

Company Introduction
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Pretty Rainbow

Company Introduction

Our production center
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oh! my god!

She looks very beautiful!

what do you use?

FEATURES: 
This product has flexible operation, simple construction, good 
spray atomization, spray rate, quick drying paint, a high degree of 
fi lm fullness, hardness, adhesion, gloss, flexibility, impact 
resistance and other characteristics, rich colors and gorgeous , an 
excellent decorative effect, and has excellent protection, it’s 
widely used in all kinds of metal, the surface-treated wood, glass, 
ABS plastic and other substrates of the coating.

Item NO.: IS-101
Packing: 400ml/can    12pcs/ctn

INTERIOR/ EXTERIOR SPRAY PAINT

GOLD EFFECT SPRAY PAINT

CHROME EFFECT SPRAY PAINT

FEATURES: 
This product is imitation gold-plated aerosol paint, paint dry quickly, film a high 
degree of fullness, its metallic mirror highly decorative effect. Can be used for a 
variety of metal, the surface-treated wood, glass, ABS plastic.

Item NO.: IS-102
Packing: 400ml/can    12pcs/ctn

FEATURES: 
This product imitation chrome aerosol paint, the metal mirror highly 
decorative effect can be comparable with the plating, and can effectively 
resist ultraviolet radiation, enhanced by ornaments of the anti-aging 
properties. it’s widely used in a variety of metal, the surface-treated wood, 
glass, ABS plastic and other substrates of the coating

Item NO.: IS-103
Packing: 400ml/can    12pcs/ctn

SPRAY PAINT

This is a secrect!

Because I used 

      spray paint of rainbow.

SPRAY PAINT



FEATURES: 
This product is fast-drying aerosol paint, color, high gorgeous, highly 
metallic luster, in the light irradiation of the metal reflective film is best, 
dazzling bright, excellent decorative effect for cars and motorcycles 
renovation, repair, change color, can be used for metal, the surface of 
treated wood, ABS plastic and glass materials.

Item NO.: IS-108
Packing: 400ml/can    12pcs/ctn

SUPER METALLIC SPRAY PAINT

HAMMER FINISH SPRAY PAINT

HEAT RESISTANT SPRAY PAINT

FEATURES: 
This product is fast-drying alkyd aerosol paint, paint film with a rugged 
hammer effect, and has excellent protection. It’s widely used in metal, 
glass, ceramics and other materials, such as anti-theft doors, power 
tools, medical equipment and some mechanical parts.

Item NO.: IS-105
Packing: 400ml/can    12pcs/ctn

FEATURES: 
This product is an organic silicon aerosol paint, paint film in 
self-dry after 30 minutes, after 2 hours 200 ?  drying to 
reach optimum performance can be at 300 ?  under a long-
term performance of heat and maintain the film intact, for in 
the chimney, plumbing, car motorcycle engine exhaust 
pipes, and other high-temperature environments.

Item NO.: IS-106
Packing: 400ml/can    12pcs/ctn
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SPRAY PAINTSPRAY PAINT

GOLD POWDER CLEAR METALLIC

FLUORESCENT SPRAY PAINT

FEATURES: 
This product is fast-drying aerosol paint, color, high gorgeous, highly metallic 
luster, in the light irradiation of the metal reflective film is best, excellent 
decorative effect, and has excellent protection, wide range of applications to 
metal, the surface-treated wood, ABS plastic and glass materials.

Item NO.: IS-107
Packing: 400ml/can    12pcs/ctn

FEATURES: 
This product film has a special fluorescent effect, under irradiation of light source color is very eye-catching, 
decorative effect and with excellent quality protection. It’s widely used in a variety of metal, the surface-treated wood, 
glass, ABS plastic and other substrates of the coating, for advertising decoration, decoration, instrument 
manufacturing and other industries use.

Item NO.: IS-104
Packing: 400ml/can    12pcs/ctn
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FEATURE:  
This product can infiltrate quickly in 

engine operating, rinse the colloid, 

carbon residues, greasy sludge 
attached to the crankcase, pistons, 

rings, oil tract, making lubrication 
s y s t e m  c l e a n  a n d  s m o o t h ,  
improving eff ic iency of engine 

operating, increasing horsepower. 
It can restore the elasticity of 

sealing rubber, and reduce oil 
consumption to prolong the lifespan 

of engine and oil.

Item NO.:IL-112
Packing:  400ml/pc   12pcs/ctn

FEATURE:  
This product contains unique active 
macromolecular compounds and 

anti-corrosion agent to renovate the 
abraded metallic engine surface, 
re-seal the cylinder, improve engine 
power, eliminate troubles like oil 

burning, blue smoke etc. It can also 

save o i l obv ious l y, l ub r i ca te, 

r e d u c e a n d p r e v e n t r u b b i n g, 

prevent noise, protect engine from 
dryness and prolong the lifespan as 
triple as before at least.

Item NO.:IL-111
Packing:443ml/pc   24pcs/ctn

FEATURE:  
This product can improve the 
engine combustion rate and reduce 

f u e l  c o n s u m p t i o n、 c a r b o n  

monoxide、 oxynitride and other 
h a r m f u l  g a s i n  c a r  e x h a u s t  

o b s e r v a b l y. M e e t i n g t h e  
international emission standard 
makes all kinds of motor vehicles 
p a s s i n g a l l  t y p e s o f v e h i c l e 

inspection favorably. 

Item NO.:L-113
Packing: 443ml/pc   24pcs/ctn
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FEATURE:  
This product is designed for fuel injection diesel, it can automatically 

rinse the oil supply system especially the injection's colloid, carbon 

residues and scale formation to ensure optimally spray effect, improve 

engine power, reduce oil wear and maintenance cost, eliminate engine 

vibration、unstable idle speed、the difficulty of cold boot and other bad 

phenomenon, solve the problem of black smoke and excessive 

discharge caused by inadequate combustion.It will prolong the service 

life of injection nozzle 6 times.

Item NO.:IL-110

Packing:443ml/pc   24pcs/ctn

INJECTOR CLEANER

FUEL SYSTEM CLEANING AGENT

POWERFUL ENGINE REPAIR AGENT

FEATURE:  
This product can automatically rinse oil circuit, carburetor, injector, 

intake valve and cylinder, remove the colloid, carbon residues and 

greasy sludge, solve the difficulty of cold boot, eliminate poor oil 

supply、bad fuel atomization、unstable idle speed、 increasing fuel 

consumption、excessive discharge and other malfunctions.

Item NO.:IL-109
Packing: 443ml/pc   24pcs/ctn

FEATURE:  
This product contains unique active macromolecular compounds 

and anti-corrosion agent to renovate the abraded metallic engine 
surface, re-seal the cylinder, improve engine power, eliminate 

troubles like oil burning, blue smoke etc. It can also save oil 

obviously, lubricate, reduce and prevent rubbing, prevent noise, 
protect engine from dryness and prolong the lifespan as triple as 
before at least.

Item NO.:IL-114
Packing:443ml/pc   24pcs/ctn

5-MINUTE MOTOR FLUSHOIL TREATMENT EFFECTIVE ELIMINATION 
OF EXHAUST SMOKE

LUBRICANTS LUBRICANTS
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SILICONE SPRAY

GREASE SPRAY

OIL SPRAY

SPINDLE OIL SPRAY
FEATURE:  
This product with high purity is transparent. 

It does well in lubrication, release and 

varnishing. Applicable to woodworking 

mach inery , e lec t ro -motor , cu t te r, 

threshold, plastic separate etc.

Item NO.:IL-102 (420ml/pc  30pcs/ctn)     
        IL-103  (320ML/PC   30PCS/CTN)

FEATURE:  
The butter with high purity can infiltrate very tiny parts to lubricate 

and anti-rust for a long time. Applicable to the chains or gear of the 

car, bike and motor bicycle, also useful for shutter of the door etc.

Item NO.:IL-104 (420ml/pc   30pcs/ctn)  

                 IL-105 (220ml/pc   24pcs/ctn)

Feature:
This product can lubricate the metal running parts 

quickly to increase the speed and prevent friction. 

Applicable to the sewing machine, car, axle, chains, 

agriculture machines etc.

Item NO.: IL-106 (420ml/pc   30pcs/ctn) 

                  IL-107 (220ml/pc  24pcs/ctn)

  

FEATURE:  
This product can penetrate the metal parts and gear of 

car, bike and motorbike quickly to lubricate and anti-

rust them. Applicable to the lubrication and the anti-rust 

of car, bike, gear and chain.

Item NO.:IL-108
Packing:  420ml/pc   30pcs/ctn

FEATURE:  
This product has excellent penetrability, 

de-rust ing and lubricat ing effect, and 

prevent oxidation and rusting. It's used 

widely for precision instruments, machines, 
iron and steel parts  and high touched 
equipments, etc.

Item NO.:IL-101
Packing:450ml/pc  24pcs/ctn

ANTI-RUST LUBRICANT

LUBRICANTS LUBRICANTS
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ALL PURPOSE FOAMY 
CLEANER

ENGINE DEGREASER (FOAM)

FOAMING TIRE REJUVENATOR

BRAKE & PARTS CLEANER

FEATURES:
This product with strong infiltration and cleaning 
capacity, can clean any dirt of the surface of the 
car completely as the new. Applicable to interior 
and exterior surface of car, ship, motor boat  etc. 
Effective in cleaning dirt of instrument board, tyre, 
bumper, inner wall, ceiling etc.

Item NO.: IC-101
Packing: 650ml/pc    12pcs/ctn

FEATURE:
The product is a potent cleaner dedicated to cleaning complex 
shape and the surface of the engine ,which general method is 
hard to clean, rapid removal of steam, diesel engine’s oil, dust 
and dirt, no damage to rubber, plastic parts and painted 
surface. 

Item NO.:IC-103
Packing:650ml/pc  12pcs/ctn

FEATURE:
This product is specialized in cleaning carburetor’s anti-wind door and 
adjustment valve, removing the pectin, char, grease etc, without any 
damage to the catalytic cracking convent, oxygen sensor. It could solve the 
motor’s running unstable, start difficult and reduce the off-gas pollution.

Item NO.:IC-105
Packing: 420ml/580ml/840ml/pc    30pcs/ctn

FEATURE:
Permeate, clean, renew, and protect in one easy step, 
with rich foam. This product is specially formulated to 
clean away any dirt, grime and grease from tyres. It can 
effectively protect tyres from ultraviolet radiation, aging 
and crack. Recommended for tyres, bumpers and other 
rubbers.

Item NO.:IC-102
Packing: 650ml/pc   12pcs/ctn

Item NO.: IC-101

CLEANING AGENTS CLEANING AGENTS
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CARBURETOR STRONG 
CLEANER

CHAIN CLEANER

PITCH CLEANER

COOLING SYSTEM CLEANER
FEATURE:
T h i s p r o d u c t i s s p e c i a l i z e d i n c l e a n i n g 
carburetor’s anti-wind door and adjustment valve, 
removing the pectin, char, grease etc, without any 
damage to the catalytic cracking convent, oxygen 
sensor. I t could solve the motor ’s running 
unstable, start difficult and reduce the off-gas 
pollution.

Item NO.:IC-104
Packing: 420ml/580ml/840ml/pc    30pcs/ctn

Item NO.: IC-104

FEATURE:
This product made of petroleum solvent and liquid gas 
prescription, could melt the grease and dust easily and 
finish the hard cleaning chain job completely, with the 
function of protection and lubrication.

Item NO.:IC-107
Packing:420ml/pc   30pcs/ctn

FEATURE:
The product has strong infiltration and cleaning ability, 
can effectively and promptly clean away asphalt, grease 
and smudges on metals, wheels and auto’s coatings 
without any damage to paints and glass, and refresh your 
car as the new.

Item NO.: IC-108
Packing: 450ml/pc  12pcs/ctn

FEATURE:
This product without acid and alkali, can completely 
remove the rust and scum in the cooling system with 
no harm to the parts. 

Item NO.:IC-109
Packing: 325ml/pc  24pcs/ctn

CLEANING AGENTS CLEANING AGENTS
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WINDSHIELD CLEANER
FEATURE:
This product is made of organic solvent and surfactant, 
could melt the dust, dirt and shell-lac of glass directly, and 
with the function of antifreeze and antifrosting. No 
watermark after washing. Keep glass clean and bright.

   Item NO.:IC-106
   Packing: 180ml/pc;   220ml/pc;   330ml/pc   30pc/ctn

FEATURE:
stickers can easily be torn off the window or the body of the 
vehicle by slightly spraying, can also remove the paste material 
left but not scratch windows and car body.

Item NO.:IC-110
Packing:450ml/pc  24pcs/ctn

STICKER REMOVER

STICKER REMOVER

ICE REMOVER
FEATURES: 
This product does not contain traditional BNAPS 
components,it has the superior features of 
antifreeze, anti-boiled and corrosion resistance, 
It can be used in winter and summer. Applicable 
to various vehicles and special trucks, generator 
sets.

Item NO.:IM-116
Packing:2KG/can  6pcs/ctn
Item NO.:IM-117
Packing:4KG/can  6pcs/ctn
Item NO.:IM-118
Packing:6KG/can  4pcs/ctn

FEATURES: 
This product is a spray with super 
concentration at -50 ? , can rapidly melt 
ice and equipped with patented plastic lid 
to solve the damage of ice to the car .

Item NO.:IM-122
Packing:450ml/can  12pcs/ctn

MAINTENANCECLEANING AGENTS
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R-134A REFRIGERANT

FEATURES: 
This product can effectively remove the mist from glass under bad 
weather or different temperature environment, keep the clearance 
of glass, ensure the safety and widely used in windshield, side 
mirror, bathroom, glasses and other glass products.

Item NO.:IM-123
Packing:218ml/can    24pcs/ctn

FEATURES: 
This product does not contain harmful impurities, excellent cooling 
effect and do not cause any harm to the atmosphere, it is the latest 
generation of environmentally friendly refrigerants.

Item NO.:IM-114
Packing:2KG/can    6pcs/ctn

FEATURES: 
This product does not contain traditional BNAPS 
composition, has excellent anti-boil, antirust, 
ant icorrosion and ant i f reeze funct ions, can 
effectively prevent "summer boil" and "Winter 
Frost Crack" and other common phenomenas .

Item NO.:IM-104
Packing:2KG/can  6pcs/ctn
Item NO.:IM-105
Packing:4KG/can  6pcs/ctn

COOLING SYSTEM 
PROTECTOR

FEATURES:
This p roduc t does no t con ta in t rad i t iona l BNAPS 
components,it has the superior features of antifreeze, anti-
boiled and corrosion resistance, It can be used in winter and 
summer. Applicable to various vehicles and special trucks, 
generator sets.

Item NO.:IM-114
Packing:2KG/can    6pcs/ctn

Item NO.:IM-115
Packing:4KG/can    6pcs/ctn

FEATURES: 
This product is a multifunction windshield cleaner, 
containing special components to quickly remove the 
dust, dirt, grease, resin, shellac of windshield, under 
bad weather ,has the the effect of melting frost and 
antifeeze in different degrees or different regions.

Item NO.:IM-120 (-25? )
Packing:1.8L/can    12pcs/ctn

Item NO.:IM-121 (-40? )
Packing:1.8L/can    12pcs/ctn

ALL WEATHER WINDSHIELD 
CLEANER

ANTI MIST SPRAY

MAINTENANCE

LOW TEMPERATURES STARTING FLUID

FEATURES:
This product will make the engine fastl and smoothly start in any bad 
weather .it is suitable for cold areas (-40 ? ) or wet weather when it is 
difficult to start the engine.

Item NO.:IM-119 
Packing:400ml/can    12pcs/ctn

SUPER ANTI-FREEZE FLUID
(-30℃；-40℃)

MAINTENANCE
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SUPER CHASSIS ELASTOMER (OIL BASED)

SUPER CHASSIS ELASTOMER
(WATER BASED)

COOLING SYSTEM LEAK 
STOPPER

ANTIBACTERIAL 
AIR-CONDITIONDEODORIZER

FEATURES: 
This product is a quick solution to the leaking of 
cooling system , heater radiator, cylinder, pump, 
seal, cylinder liner and other parts , without damage 
to the parts of cooling system, anticorrosive and 
extend its life .It is an antifreeze fluid which is 
suitable for all vehicles.

Item NO.:IM-103
Packing:325ml/can    24pcs/ctn

FEATURES:
This product can enter air condition, directly kill 
bacterias, eliminate bad odors, prevent the breeding 
of germs.

Item NO.:IM-101
Packing:300ml/can    24pcs/ctn

FEATURES:
This product adopts special high-polymer materials, for the rapid dry and high elastic coating with superior 
anti-rust, waterproof ,noise plugging,mending, anti-collision functions. Suitable for a variety of vehicles, 
cars, industrial usages.

Item NO.:IM-106
Packing:650ml/can    12pcs/ctn
Item NO.:IM-107
Packing:1KG/can      12pcs/ctn
Item NO.:IM-108
Packing:2KG/can      6pcs/ctn

Features: 
This product use water-based environmental protection 
technology, widely used in the antirust of high-class family 
cars and business vehicles, crash protection, extend the 
service life of vehicles, provide heat insulation 
performance and also can be used for construction, home 
waterproof, roof and bathroom leak stoppage etc.

Item NO.:IM-109
Packing:1KG/can    12pcs/ctn
Item NO.:IM-110
Packing:2KG/can    6pcs/ctn

FEATURES:
This product is environmentally friendly 
water-based emulsion system for the daily 
cleaning and antibiotic protection of leather, 
rubber, plastic products,etc. and form a layer 
of antibiotic protection film on the surfaces 
which can effectively prevent bacterias from 
breeding and spreading on the surfaces and 
has the features to prevent being chapped, 
aging, durably keep leather and other 
surfaces soft and shiny.

Item NO.:IM-102
Packing:500ml/can    12pcs/ctn

ANTIBIOTIC LEATHER
 WAX
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MAINTENANCE



ANTIBIOTIC POLISH WAX

FURNITURE POLISH WAX

FEATURE: 
This product is specialized in cleaning and protecting 
wooden furniture, leather, paint etc. Full with silicon oil, 
emulsion wax, surfactant, antistatic agent etc. Effectively to 
control germ breeding  on the furniture, leather, electric 
appliance and prevent the germ infection.

Item NO.:IH-106
Packing:450ml/pc   12pcs/ctn

FEATURE:
With the excellent polishing effect, this product can 
remove the aging, matte and fade paint from the 
surface of the furniture. It does well in polishing.

Item NO.:IH-105
Packing:300g/pc  12pcs/ctn

FEATURE: 
The product is specially used to clean and protect all kinds 
of furniture, with the function of detergency, dedusting, 
gloss finishing, to effectively prevent the surface from 
aging, fading and prolong furniture’s lifespan. Applicable to 
woodbase, plastic, ,metal, rubber plates, marble, domestic 
appliance, musical instrument, dashboard etc.

Item NO.:IH-101
Packing:450ml/pc   12pcs/ctn

FURNTURE POLISH
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HOUSEHOLD CARE

DECORATION INJURANT & POISONOUS 
SMELL REMOVER
FEATURE:
By using physical detoxicated theory, without secondary pollution. This product 
can remove the left toxin  and peculiar smell  such as TOL , BTX, NHa, HCHO etc, 
and clean the decoration pollution effectively. This product can be used once in2-
3 days in  new house.

Item NO.:IH-112
Packing:400ml/pc   12pcs/ctn

Item NO.:IH-106

Item NO.:IH-101

CRYSTAL WOODEN FLOOR WAX
FEATURE: 
This Wooden Board Spray Wax with a special skid-proof and antistatic 
function., can recover the slight scratch and make the protector on the floor to 
make sure the surface of floor is shining as the crystal, prevent aging and 
prolong the lifespan.

Item NO.:IH-103
Packing:450ml/pc   12pcs/ctn

HOUSEHOLD CARE



AIR FRESHENER

FEATURE:
Glade scents are blended wi th natural 
fragrance oils to create uniquely inviting 
fragrances  for your home. Air freshener 
destroys rather than mask undesirable odors, 
leaving a fresh-clean scent. Purifies the 
polluted air naturally. Good for family, office, 
hotels, restaurants, washing room, recreation 
area, automobiles, ships etc.

Item NO.:IH-102
Packing:303ml/pc   24pcs/ctn
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HOUSEHOLD CARE

CRYSTAL FLOOR-CARE WAX
Item NO.:IH-104

FEATURE: 
This product contains particular water-based  bright prescription. Not only 
recover the scathing floor but also cover the pellicle on the floor to protect it from 
abrasion, besides skid-proof, anti-water, anti-frost and extending the life span.

Item NO.:IH-107
Packing:1000ml/pc   12pcs/ctn

FLOOR WAX

FEATURE: 
This product is a usual floor wax, with strong adhesion, high gloss, waterproof, 
anti abrasion  etc. Applicable to the flooring stone, such as marble and terrazzo, 
and solid floor  such as plastic, fiberglass, paint etc.

Item NO.:IH-108
Packing:420g/pc   12pcs/ctn

Item NO.:IH-107

FEATURE:
With the special rubbing grain, this product can clean the dust and 
dirt from the furniture quickly, effectively and safely, and remove the 
scrach,  striation, stickiness etc.

Item NO.:IH-104
Packing:300G/PC  24PCS/CTN

FURNITURE COLOR BACK WAX

Item NO.:IH-108

HOUSEHOLD CARE
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SUPER CLEANING WATER WAX

SUPER GLAZING WATER WAX

90DAYS PLATINUM DIAMOND
POLYMER WAX

SUPER CRYSTAL WAX
FEATURES: 
This product contains special polymer emulsion that can penetrate into 
the subtle scratch on paint, which can not only effectively remove the 
stains, but also fill the gap of the loss of light paint, restore the paint film 
luster; with a special seal paint components, anti UV- rays, anti-acid rain, 
to prevent the paint aging, discoloration, and Matt. Widely used on the 
surface of automobile, motorcycle paint.

Item No.: IW-109
Package: 530ml /can 24/carton

FEATURES: 
This product is effective in removing dirt, filling scratch, and forming a layer 
of bright crystal wax durable waterproof protection restore the shiny bright 
colors, also can effectively prevent UV rays, acid rain, sand and other 
harmful substances, to prevent the paint aging, discoloration and loss of 
light. This product is easy to use, polish, protect, clean, repair at once.

Item No.: IW-110
Package: 530ml/can 24/carton

FEATURES: 
This product adopts the latest technology, contains self-
hardening transparent glass fiber polymer components, 
which form a hard bright close protective film on 
automobile body, have multiple protection up to 90 days, 
super function of waterproof, anti-stain, endure badly 
corroding of frost and strong sunlight ultraviolet 
radiation, also fill the subtle lines.

Item No.: IW-107/108
Package: 320G/can 12/carton

FEATURES: 
This product adopts high quality Photopolymer resin can 
form hard, bright surface layer of protective film, features 
waterproof, anti-acid rain, pollution prevention, anti-UV 
erosion and other functions, keep gloss of paint bright for 
long time

Item No.: IW-104/105
Package: 380G/can 12/carton

FEATURES: 
This product can effectively protect artificial leather, plastic and rubber 
from ultraviolet light, heat, ozone effects, to prevent the instrument panel, 
leather, tires and bumper fading, aging, cracking, wrinkling, increase 
gloss, and restore the natural color, with anti-static function, and reduce 
dust accumulation.

Item No.: IW-113
Package: 450ml /can 12/carton

Item No.: IW-113

Item No.: IW-110

Item No.: IW-107/108

Item No.: IW-104/105
Item No.: IW-109

LEATHER AND TYRE WAX

WAXES WAXES



FEATURES: 
This product can penetrate very fine scratch and stubborn stains on the 
paint surface, and effectively remove dirt, fill scratch, and form a layer 
of bright crystal durable waterproof protective film, restore luster bright 
body colors, At the same time can 
effectively prevent UV, acid rain, 
sand and other harmful materials 
t o  p r e v e n t  f i n i s h  a g i n g ,  
discoloration and loss of light.

Item No.: IW-112
Package: 450ml /can 12/carton

SUPER CRYSTAL LIQUID WAX
SUPER SOFT WAX

POLISH WAX

COLOR BACK WAX

CRYSTAL  WAX
FEATURES: 
This product removes the dirt and smudge on paint film through 
permeating the small scratch on the paint fast, fill cracks and restore 
paint luster. It can effectively refresh the paint film, protect coating 
against UV-rays, acid rain and so on. Widely used for the car paint on 
automobile, motor.

Item No.: IW-111
Package: 450ml /can 24/carton

FEATURES: 
This product has super long-lasting glazing protective effect, 
more than three of times the ordinary car wax, can effectively 
prevent UV, acid rain, atmospheric dust erosion and damage to 
the car body, prevent dust accumulation, keep car body lasting 
shine.

Item No.: IW-106
Package: 270g /can 24/carton

FEATURES: 
This product has multiple functions of cleaning, polishing, 
protecting, with perfect gloss wax film, lasting long time, easy 
clean finish. This product adopts high-quality imported raw 
materials, also has a waterproof, anti-static, anti-aging effect, 
extend the paint life extension functions, is a car care product 
for high-class cars.

Item No.: IW-103
Package: 270G/can 24/carton

FEATURES: 
This product can completely remove the dirt on car body, 
keep long lasting polishing, protection, waterproof, anti-
oxidation and other protective effects simultaneously.

Item No.: IW-102
Package: 300g /can 24/carton

FEATURES: 
This product removes the dirt and smudge on paint film 
effectively, minus the small scratch, oxidation and dull 
appearance of oxidized paint, restores the luster and 
br ightness of the or ig inal paint . Widely used for 
automobile, motor, plastic and electroplate.

Item No.: IW-101
Package: 300G /can 24/carton

Item No.: IW-103

Item No.: IW-102

Item No.: IW-106

Item No.: IW-106

Item No.: IW-112
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Item No.: IW-101Item No.: IW-106

WAXES
DIAMOND HARD DURABLE WAX

WAXES



WAXES

FEATURES:
Combine rust protection with decoration for metal 
surfaces. Good and bright performance similar with 
zincification coating. Zinc-rich coatings prevent 
from rust, more effective than aluminum paints. 
Easy&quick application from our aerosol can, 
provide you convenient life for rust protection.

Item No.: IP-103
Package:  400ml/can     24/carton

FEATURES:
Super Zinc is a highly active anti-corrosion spray paint which contains 
highly purified zinc powder. The product is widely used for:1)Long-term 
protection of steel components and establishments such as iron bars, 
outdoor iron pipes, iron towers, steel frames, containers ,outdoor 
signs,etc;2)Suitable for the repairing and protection of welding joints, 
rivet joints and zinc galvanizing layers.

Item No.: IP-101
Package:  500ml/can     12/carton
Item No.: IP-102
Package:  5KG/can       2/carton

SUPER ZINC
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NANO POLYMER COATING WAX

FEATURES:
This product is made by a variety of high purity nano-polymer with the 
latest and special nanotechnology. Distinguished by its less usage on 
larger area, this wax with same quantity can be used on more than 5 
times larger area than the general wax. It is easy to clean and polish and 
doesn’t bring harmful powder to human body. The transparent nano-
materials film will be formed after usage of the wax. The film can 
effectively resist stains, acid rain, ultraviolet which is erosive to car paint, 
so that your car will always look like new and its service life will be 
prolonged.

Item No.: IW-114
Package: 50G /can     6/carton

TITANIUM LUXURY ION WAX

FEATURES: 
This product has the latest ultra-ion closed glass fiber coating composition. It 
adopts the ‘effects ion film’theory and the absorptive characteristics of 
positive and negative ions. The dense and solid ion film will be formed on the 
surface of car paint. The ultra-iron film can not only make up deficiencies on 
car paint and remove the scratches, but also can effectively isolate the car 
paint with the air so that the oxidization will be prevented. The combination of 
positive and negative ions can make the surface of car’s coating smooth and 
static electricity won’t be produced, so that its absorbability to the dust will be 
weakened. The scale deposit, dust, greases, water drop, acid rain and birds’ 
droppings can be easily flipped, the erosion of the car paint will be reduced 
and your car will be completely protected.

Item No.: IW-1013
Package: 200G /can      6/carton
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SILICONE SEALANT-ACETIC

FEATURES:
This product is a single-component, acetic-cure 
silicone sealant that cures in the presence of 
atmospheric moisture to produce a durable, high-
modulus, flexible silicone seal. It can be widely used 
to adhere building materials such as clean metal, 
glass, wood, and silicone resins, ceramic and painted 
surfaces.

Item No.: IP-111
Package:  300G/can     24/carton

SUPER RETARDER
FEATURES:
This product can efficiently prevent the film from mist and blush 
when the film is dried in humid environment or in rainy days, so as to 
enhance the gloss of the film.

Item No.: IP-119
Package:  1L/can     6/carton
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SUPER PAINT REMOVER

FEATURES:
The paint remover can be used to remove self-drying 
alkyd coatings, amino coatings, nitro coatings, acrylic 
coatings and some epoxy coatings, low temp cured 
coatings. It is mainly used for the parts of autos, motors, 
machines, equipments, etc where the coatings need to be 
removed.

Item No.: IP-106
Package:  650ml/can     12/carton
Item No.: IP-107
Package:  1L/can        6/carton

FEATURES:
This product is a single-component, neutral-cure 
silicone sealant with good thixotropy , extrusion rate, 
adhesion to most building materials. No corrosion to 
many kinds of construction such as metals, cladding 
glass, glaxing glass, concrete, marbles, granite,etc.

Item No.: IP-112
Package:  300G/can     24/carton

SILICONE SEALANT-NEUTRAL

PAINTING DECORATION
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FEATURES: 
This product is a wide range of uses, a durable strong 
acid gel , imported pure g l ia l (g lue of 7132) 
painstakingly created for the glass seal and general 
building materials, with excellent bonding properties 
to glass and construction materials

Item No.: IP-113
Package; 300G/can        24/carton

 SILICON SEALANT FOR BIG GLASS
FEATURES:
The paints can be applied by aerosol spray and dry fast to provide 
films with exceptional fluorescent effect and brilliant color when 
illuminated by sunlight. The film finish has excellent hardness, 
adhesion and flexibility. They can be widely used for advertisement, 
interior decoration, upholstery and instruments, suitable for metals, 

wood with finished surfaces, glass, ABS and other surfaces.

item No.: IP-110

Package: 1L/can       12/can

FLUORESCENT PAINT



PURIFICATORY COATINGS
FEATURE: 
This product uses the CSM polymer odor components, not only with all 
the perfect features of latex paint, but also with environmental 
protection and low odor characteristics,  a significant reduction in VOC 
(volatile organic compound) content.

Item No.: IP-123
Packing: 7KG/can, 2cans/ctn

ANTIBIOTIC WALL PAINT

FEATURE: 
This product is special for bonding and preparation of different materials, with 
adaptabil i ty, strong adhesion, fast drying t ime, excellent construction 
performance, viscosity and long hold time. After drying, with feature of moisture 
resistant , heat resistant, it is a new generation of high-performance multi-
purpose glue. Suitable for natural wood, plastic, fiber, asbestos, rubber, metal, 
leather, textiles and other materials strong bonding.

Item No.: IP-115 (3L/can, 6cans/ctn)
                 IP-116 (2.2L/can, 6cans/ctn)
                 IP-117 (15L/can)
                 IP-118 (1L/can, 24cans/ctn)

ANTIBIOTIC WALL PAINT

FEATURE: 
This product is added with antibacterial factor, after fi lm drying, 
antibacterial ingredients will slowly release the antibacterial ions destroy 
bacteria's cell membrane or cell protoplasm activity of the enzyme activity, 
particularly Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus.

Item No.: IP-121
Packing: 7KG/can, 2cans/ctn

FEATURE: 
It is Added CTM ion de-formaldehyde formula, can long-lasting effectively 
reduce drifting in the air of formaldehyde, benzene, ammonia, nitrogen 
oxides and decomposition of indoor smoke, odor, etc., belong to the 
physical inter-formaldehyde technique, does not produce the second time 
pollution.

Item No.: IP-120
Packing: 7KG/can, 2cans/ctn

FORMALDEHYDE ELIMINATOR
WALL PAINT

FEATURE:
It is added a special active insecticidal factor, effective to kill or drive away flies, 
mosquitoes, ants, cockroaches, fleas, mites and other pests fat. Insecticidal 
principle of this product is to use its trapping effect and its special structure in 
the insect body surface adhesion, perforation of lipids in insects, moisture, 
insects cause dehydration, degreasing, and finally die shrinkage. Its 
insecticidal mechanism is physical contact killing, it is harmless to human 
health.

Item No.: IP-122
Packing: 7KG/can, 2cans/ctn

INSECTICIDAL WALL PAINT
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FEATURE：
Acid-rain resistant exterior wall paint is an eco-friendly paint with 
outstanding 
performances of protection of buildings in acid rain and salty fog, 
specially formulated for polluted area and coastal area. Widely used for 
decorations and protection of cement based surfaces, concrete based 
surfaces and brick works. 

Item NO.:IP-129
Packing:20KG/can

ACID-RAIN RESISTANT EXTERIOR 
WALL PAINT

ALL WEATHER EXTERIOR WALL PAINT

ANTI-ALKALI PRIMER

FEATURE: 
it is composed with acrylic resin, pigment, solvent and additives . The 
paint can provide excellent performances of weather durability, 
water-resistant property, anti-alkali. It is applicable in various 
weather conditions. Widely used for decorations and protection of 
cement based surfaces, concrete based surfaces and brick works.

Item No.: IP-130
Packing: 20KG/can

FEATURE: 
Its excellent penetrability and adherence protect the outside wall 
finishes from corrosion by alkali. It also helps to preserve the shades 
of outside finishes and prevent fungus or algae from breeding on walls 
as well.

Item No.: IP-125
Packing:  20KG/can

ECO-EMULSION WALL PAINT
FEATURE: 
This product is a high-quali ty water-based interior wall 
decoration paint. It is based on high-quality acrylic polymer as 
the main raw material. The product is safety and environmental 
protection, washable anti-rub, easy to protect the wall.

Item No.: IP-124
Packing:  5L/can, 2cans/ctn

FEATURE:
Homelac PU timber paint is a superior polyurethane based timber paint. The paint has no benzene and 
low toxicoid, complies with the requirements of safety standard of indoor decorating and refurbishing 
materials GB 18581-2001.The paint can provide high quality coatings with excellent build and abrasion 
resistance,which is ideal for decorating and protecting interior wood furniture and floor. 

Item No.: IP-126         Packing:  5KG/carton
Item No.: IP-127         Packing:  6.25KG/carton
Item No.: IP-128         Packing:  7.5KG/carton

TIMBER PAINT

PAINTING DECORATION



PERFUME

HTTP://WWW.7CF.COM

WATER OF LIFE PERFUME

● Emanate Elegant Jasmine Fragrance

● Make People Feel Relaxed, Carefree and Joyous

WATER’ LOVE PERFUME

●Smell Sweet with a Slightly Flower and Fruit Odor

●  Make People Feel Calm and Comfortable
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FLORAL PERFUME

● International Fashion Fragrance, Classical Quality

● The Smell of White Jasmine, Hyacinth, Rose and Fleur-De-Lis

● Make People Warm and Comfortable

COOL WATER PERFUME

● Faint Scent of Fresh Ocean and Lavender

● Make People Feel the Endless Charm of Nature 

COLONGE PERFUME

● Emanate Mellow and Refine Cologne Scent

● Make People Refreshing and Boundless Vitality

MIRACLE PERFUME

● Fragrant Mixture of Fruit, Flower and Fresh Grass 

● Make People Feel Fantastic Sweetness


